Facilitating multidisciplinary collaboration
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Agenda

- Dealing with deadlines & time pressure
- Facilitating integration
- Workbook 3
Deadlines…or the pressure of time

- How does time pressure affect you? (affect, work behavior)

- What did time pressure do to teams you have been a part of?

- What strategies did your team(s) use to get the work done?

Deadlines….or the pressure of time

- Deadlines might increase productivity of your teams

- If it doesn’t, you can help your team(s)
  - Scheduling & prioritizing tasks (including responsibilities)
  - Underscore the importance of communication/feedback loops
  - Help to keep communication civil
Integration

- Process: task & responsibilities
- Content: perspectives, expertise, interests
- End user needs
- Integrative learning

Workbook part 3

- Effective team description
  - In this phase, the focus needs to be on **finishing & integration**
  - Meetings 10–12

- Intervene:
  - When necessary
  - Only to help not to harm
Good luck! &